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Abstract
We use Kolmogorov complexity methods to give a lower bound on the
effective Hausdorff dimension of the point (x, ax+ b), given real numbers
a, b, and x. We apply our main theorem to a problem in fractal geometry,
giving an improved lower bound on the (classical) Hausdorff dimension of
generalized sets of Furstenberg type.
1 Introduction
In this paper we exploit fundamental connections between fractal geometry and
information theory to derive both algorithmic and classical dimension bounds
in the Euclidean plane.
Effective fractal dimensions, originally conceived by J. Lutz to analyze com-
putational complexity classes [11, 12], quantify the density of algorithmic in-
formation in individual infinite data objects. Although these dimensions were
initially defined—and have primarily been studied—in Cantor space [4], they
have been shown to be geometrically meaningful in Euclidean spaces and gen-
eral metric spaces, and their behavior in these settings has been an active area
of research (e.g., [7, 20, 3]).
This paper focuses on the effective Hausdorff dimension, dim(x), of individ-
ual points x ∈ Rn, which is a potentially non-zero value that depends on the
Kolmogorov complexity of increasingly precise approximations of x [18]. Given
the pointwise nature of this quantity, it is natural to investigate the dimension
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spectrum of a set E ⊆ Rn, i.e., the set {dim(x) : x ∈ E}. Even for apparently
simple sets, the structure of the dimension spectrum may not be obvious, as
exemplified by a longstanding open question originally posed by J. Lutz [21]: Is
there a straight line L ⊆ R2 such that every point on L has effective Hausdorff
dimension 1?
J. Lutz and Weihrauch [16] have shown that the set of points in Rn with
dimension less than 1 is totally disconnected, as is the set of points with di-
mension greater than n − 1. Turetsky has shown that the set of points in Rn
of dimension exactly 1 is connected [25], which implies that every line in R2
contains a point of dimension 1. J. Lutz and N. Lutz have shown that almost
every point on any line with random slope has dimension 2 [14], despite the
surprising fact that there are lines in every direction that contain no random
points [13]. These results give insight into the dimension spectra of lines, but
they also leave open the question of whether or not a line in R2 can have a
singleton dimension spectrum.
We resolve this question in the negative with our main theorem, a general
lower bound on the dimension of points on lines in R2. Our bound depends only
on the dimension of the description (a, b) of the line (i.e., the ordered pair giving
the line’s slope and vertical intercept) and the dimension of the coordinate x
relative to (a, b).
Theorem 1. For all a, b, x ∈ R,
dim(x, ax+ b) ≥ dima,b(x) + min{dim(a, b), dima,b(x)} .
In particular, for almost every x ∈ R, dim(x, ax + b) = 1 +min{dim(a, b), 1}.
Since dim(0, b) ≤ min{dim(a, b), 1}, the second statement implies that every
line contains two points whose dimensions differ by at least 1, and therefore
that the dimension spectrum cannot be a singleton.
This theorem also implies a new result in classical geometric measure theory.
It has been known for more than a decade [8] that for certain classes of sets,
sup
x∈E
dim(x) = dimH(E) , (1)
where dimH(E) is the (classical) Hausdorff dimension of E, i.e., the most stan-
dard notion of fractal dimension. Although (1) does not hold in general, this
correspondence suggested that effective dimensions might provide new tech-
niques for dimension bounds in classical fractal geometry.
A recent point-to-set principle of J. Lutz and N. Lutz [14] reinforces that
prospect by characterizing the Hausdorff dimension of arbitrary sets in terms
of effective dimension. This principle shows that for every set E ⊆ Rn there
is an oracle relative to which (1) holds. In the same work, that principle is
applied to give a new proof of an old result in fractal geometry. Namely, it gives
an algorithmic information theoretic proof of Davies’s 1971 theorem [2] stating
that every Kakeya set in R2—i.e., every plane set that contains a unit segment
in every direction— has Hausdorff dimension 2.
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In this work, we apply the same point-to-set principle to derive a new result
in classical fractal geometry from our main theorem. Furstenberg sets general-
ize Kakeya sets in R2; instead of containing segments in every direction, they
contain α-(Hausdorff)-dimensional subsets of lines in every direction, for some
parameter α ∈ (0, 1]. While the theorem of Davies gives the minimum Haus-
dorff dimension of Kakeya sets in R2, the minimum Hausdorff dimension of
Furstenberg sets is an important open question; the best known lower bound
is α + max{1/2, α}.1 Molter and Rela [22] generalized this notion further by
requiring α-dimensional subsets of lines in only a β-dimensional set of direc-
tions, for some second parameter β ∈ (0, 1]. They showed that any such set has
Hausdorff dimension at least α+max{β/2, α+ β − 1}. In Theorem 12, we give
a lower bound of α + min{β, α}, which constitutes an improvement whenever
α, β < 1 and β/2 < α.
For the sake of self-containment, we begin in Section 2 with a short review
of Kolmogorov complexity and effective Hausdorff dimension, along with some
necessary technical lemmas. We discuss and prove our main theorem in Sec-
tion 3, and we apply it to generalized Furstenberg sets in Section 4. We conclude
with a brief comment on future directions.
2 Algorithmic Information Preliminaries
2.1 Kolmogorov Complexity in Discrete Domains
The conditional Kolmogorov complexity of σ ∈ {0, 1}∗ given τ ∈ {0, 1}∗ is
K(σ|τ) = min
π∈{0,1}∗
{ℓ(π) : U(π, τ) = σ} ,
where U is a fixed universal prefix-free Turing machine and ℓ(π) is the length of
π. Any π that achieves this minimum is said to testify to, or be a witness to, the
value K(σ|τ). The Kolmogorov complexity of σ is K(σ) = K(σ|λ), where λ is
the empty string. K(σ) may also be called the algorithmic information content
of σ. An important property of Kolmogorov complexity is the symmetry of
information (attributed to Levin in [6]):
K(σ|τ,K(τ)) +K(τ) = K(τ |σ,K(σ)) +K(σ) +O(1) .
These definitions and this symmetry extend naturally to other discrete domains
(e.g., integers, rationals, and tuples thereof) via standard binary encodings. See
[10, 23, 4] for detailed discussion of these topics.
2.2 Kolmogorov Complexity in Euclidean Spaces
The above definitions may also be lifted to Euclidean spaces by introducing
variable precision parameters [15, 14]. Let x ∈ Rm, and let r, s ∈ N.2 For ε > 0,
1According to Wolff [27], this result is due, “in all probability,” to Furstenberg and Katznel-
son. See [24] for a survey.
2As a matter of notational convenience, if we are given a nonintegral positive real as a
precision parameter, we will always round up to the next integer. For example, Kr(x) denotes
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Bε(x) denotes the open ball of radius ε centered on x.
The Kolmogorov complexity of x at precision r is
Kr(x) = min {K(p) : p ∈ B2−r(x) ∩Qm} .
The conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x at precision r given q ∈ Qm is
Kˆr(x|q) = min {K(p|q) : p ∈ B2−r (x) ∩Qm} .
The conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x at precision r given y ∈ Rn at
precision s is
Kr,s(x|y) = max
{
Kˆr(x|q) : q ∈ B2−s(y) ∩Qn
}
.
We abbreviate Kr,r(x|y) by Kr(x|y).
Although definitions based on K-minimizing rationals are better suited to
computable analysis [26], it is sometimes useful to work instead with initial
segments of infinite binary sequences. It has been informally observed that
Kr(x) = K(x↾r) + o(r), where x↾r denotes the truncation of the binary expan-
sion of each coordinate of x to r bits to the right of the binary point. We make
this statement and its conditional analogues precise in Section A.1, and we use
those relationships elsewhere in the technical appendix.
The following pair of lemmas show that the above definitions are only linearly
sensitive to their precision parameters. Intuitively, making an estimate of a point
slightly more precise only requires a small amount of information.
Lemma 2. (Case and J. Lutz [1]) There is a constant c ∈ N such that for all
n, r, s ∈ N and x ∈ Rn,
Kr(x) ≤ Kr+s(x) ≤ Kr(x) +K(r) + ns+ as + c ,
where as = K(s) + 2 log(⌈ 12 logn⌉+ s+ 3) + (⌈ 12 logn⌉+ 3)n+K(n) + 2 logn.
Lemma 3. (J. Lutz and N. Lutz [14]) For each m,n ∈ N, there is a constant
c ∈ N such that, for all x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn, q ∈ Qn, and r, s, t ∈ N,
(i) Kˆr(x|q) ≤ Kˆr+s(x|q) ≤ Kˆr(x|q) +ms+ 2 log(1 + s) +K(r, s) + c .
(ii) Kr,t(x|y) ≥ Kr,t+s(x|y) ≥ Kr,t(x|y)− ns− 2 log(1 + s) +K(t, s) + c .
In Euclidean spaces, we have a weaker version of symmetry of information,
which we will use in the proof of Lemma 7.3
Lemma 4. For every m,n ∈ N, x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn, and r, s ∈ N with r ≥ s,
(i) |Kr(x|y) +Kr(y)−Kr(x, y)| ≤ O(log r) +O(log log ‖y‖) .
K⌈r⌉(x) whenever r ∈ (0,∞).
3Regarding asymptotic notation, we will treat dimensions of Euclidean spaces (i.e., m and
n) as constant throughout this work but make other dependencies explicit, either as subscripts
or in the text.
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(ii) |Kr,s(x|x) +Ks(x) −Kr(x)| ≤ O(log r) +O(log log ‖x‖) .
Statement (i) is a minor refinement of Theorem 3 of [14], which treats x and
y as constant and states that Kr(x, y) = Kr(x|y) + Kr(y) + o(r). In fact, a
precise sublinear term is implicit in earlier work by tracing back through several
proofs in [14] and [1]. Our approach here is more direct and is left to Section A.2
of the technical appendix.
2.3 Effective Hausdorff Dimension
If Kr(x) is the algorithmic information content of x ∈ Rn at precision r, then we
may call Kr(x)/r the algorithmic information density of x at precision r. This
quantity need not converge as r →∞, but it does have finite asymptotes between
0 and n, inclusive [15]. Although effective Hausdorff dimension was initially
developed by J. Lutz using generalized martingales [12], it was later shown by
Mayordomo [18] that it may be equivalently defined as the lower asymptote of
the density of algorithmic information. That is the characterization we use here.
For more details on the history of connections between Hausdorff dimension and
Kolmogorov complexity, see [4, 19].
The (effective Hausdorff) dimension of x ∈ Rn is
dim(x) = lim inf
r→∞
Kr(x)
r
.
This formulation has led to the development of other information theoretic appa-
ratus for effective dimensions, namely mutual and conditional dimensions [1, 14].
We use the latter in this work, including in the restatement of our main theorem
in Section 3. The conditional dimension of x ∈ Rm given y ∈ Rn is
dim(x|y) = lim inf
r→∞
Kr(x|y)
r
.
2.4 Algorithmic Information Relative to an Oracle
The above algorithmic information quantities may be defined relative to any
oracle set A ⊆ N. The conditional Kolmogorov complexity relative to A of
σ ∈ {0, 1}∗ given τ ∈ {0, 1}∗ is
KA(σ|τ) = min
π∈{0,1}∗
{|π| : UA(π, τ) = σ} ,
where U is now a universal prefix-free oracle machine and the computation
UA(π, τ) is performed with oracle access to A. This change to the underly-
ing Turing machine also induces a relativized version of each other algorithmic
information theoretic quantity we have defined.
Multiple oracle sets may be combined by simply interleaving them: given
A1, . . . , Ak ⊆ N, let A =
⋃
i{kj − i + 1 : j ∈ Ai}. Then KA1,...,Ak(x) denotes
KA(x). We will also consider algorithmic information relative to points in Eu-
clidean spaces. For y ∈ Rn, let Ay ⊆ N encode the interleaved binary expansions
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of y’s coordinates in some standard way. Then Kyr (x) denotes K
Ay
r (x). We will
make repeated use of the following relationship between conditional and relative
Kolmogorov complexity and dimension.
Lemma 5. (J. Lutz and N. Lutz [14]) For each m,n ∈ N, there is a constant
c ∈ N such that, for all x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn, and r, t ∈ N,
Kyr (x) ≤ Kr,t(x|y) +K(t) + c .
In particular, dimy(x) ≤ dim(x|y).
In pursuing a dimensional lower bound, we will use the fact that high-
dimensional points are very common. Relative to any oracle A ⊆ N, it fol-
lows from standard counting arguments that almost every point x ∈ Rn has
dimA(x) = n and is furthermore Martin-Lo¨f random relative to A, meaning
there is some constant c such that, for all r ∈ N, KAr (x) ≥ nr − c [4].
Finally, we note that all results in this paper hold, with unmodified proofs,
relative to any given oracle. We present the unrelativized versions only to avoid
notational clutter.
3 Bounding the Dimension of (x, ax+ b)
In this section we prove Theorem 1, our main theorem. We first restate it in the
form we will prove, which is slightly stronger than its statement in Section 1.
The dimension of x in the first term is conditioned on—instead of relative to—
(a, b), and even when working relative to an arbitrary oracle A, the last term
dima,b(x) remains unchanged.
Theorem 1. (Restated) For every a, b, x ∈ R and A ⊆ N,
dimA(x, ax+ b) ≥ dimA(x|a, b) + min{ dimA(a, b), dima,b(x)} .
In particular, for almost every x ∈ R, dim(x, ax + b) = 1 +min{dim(a, b), 1}.
To prove this theorem, we proceed in three major steps, which we first sketch
at a very high level here. In Section 3.1, we give sufficient conditions, at a given
precision r, for a point (x, ax + b) to have information content Kr(x, ax + b)
approaching Kr(a, b, x). Notice that this is essentially the maximum possible
value for Kr(x, ax+ b), since an estimate for (a, b, x) has enough information to
estimate (x, ax + b) to similar precision. Informally, the conditions are
(i) Kr(a, b) is small.
(ii) If ux+ v = ax+ b, then either Kr(u, v) is large or (u, v) is close to (a, b).
We show in Lemma 6 that when these conditions hold, we can algorithmically
estimate (a, b, x) given an estimate for (x, ax + b). In Section 3.2, we give a
lower bound, Lemma 7, on Kr(u, v) in terms of ‖(u, v) − (a, b)‖, essentially
showing that condition (ii) holds. Finally, we prove Theorem 1 in Section 3.3
by showing that there is an oracle which allows (a, b) to satisfy condition (i)
without disrupting condition (ii) or too severely lowering Kr(x, a, b).
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3.1 Sufficient Conditions for a High-complexity Point
Suppose that x, a, and b satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) above. Then, given an
estimate q for the point (x, ax + b), a machine can estimate (a, b) by simply
running all short programs until some output approximates a pair (u, v) such
that the line Lu,v = {(x, ux + v) : x ∈ R} passes near q. Since (u, v) was
approximated by a short program, it has low information density and is therefore
close to (a, b) by condition (ii). We formalize this intuition in the following
lemma.
Lemma 6. Suppose that a, b, x ∈ R, r ∈ N, δ ∈ R+, and ε, η ∈ Q+ satisfy
r ≥ log(2|a|+ |x|+ 5) + 1 and the following conditions.
(i) Kr(a, b) ≤ (η + ε) r.
(ii) For every (u, v) ∈ B1(a, b) such that ux+ v = ax+ b,
Kr(u, v) ≥ (η − ε) r + δ · (r − t) ,
whenever t = − log ‖(a, b)− (u, v)‖ ∈ (0, r].
Then for every oracle set A ⊆ N,
KAr (x, ax+ b) ≥ KAr (a, b, x)−
4ε
δ
r −K(ε)−K(η)−Oa,b,x(log r) .
Proof. Let a, b, x, r, δ, ε, η, and A be as described in the lemma statement.
Define an oracle Turing machine M that does the following given oracle A
and input π = π1π2π3π4π5 such that U
A(π1) = (q1, q2) ∈ Q2, U(π2) = h ∈ Q2,
U(π3) = s ∈ N, U(π4) = ζ ∈ Q, and U(π5) = ι ∈ Q.
For every program σ ∈ {0, 1}∗ with ℓ(σ) ≤ (ι+ ζ)s, in parallel, M simulates
U(σ). If one of the simulations halts with some output (p1, p2) ∈ Q2 ∩B2−1(h)
such that |p1q1 + p2 − q2| < 2−s(|p1| + |q1| + 3), then M halts with output
(p1, p2, q1). Let cM be a constant for the description of M .
Now let π1, π2, π3, π4, and π5 testify to K
A
r (x, ax+b), K1(a, b), K(r), K(ε),
and K(η), respectively, and let π = π1π2π3π4π5.
By condition (i), there is some (pˆ1, pˆ2) ∈ B2−r (a, b) such that K(pˆ1, pˆ2) ≤
(η + ε)r, meaning that there is some σˆ ∈ {0, 1}∗ with ℓ(σˆ) ≤ (η + ε)r and
U(σˆ) = (pˆ1, pˆ2). A routine calculation (Observation A.4(i)) shows that
|pˆ1q1 + pˆ2 − q2| < 2−r(|pˆ1|+ |q1|+ 3) ,
for every (q1, q2) ∈ B2−r (x, ax+b), soM is guaranteed to halt on input π. Hence,
let (p1, p2, q1) = M(π). Another routine calculation (Observation A.4(ii)) shows
that there is some
(u, v) ∈ B2γ−r(p1, p2) ⊆ B2−1(p1, p2) ⊆ B20(a, b)
such that ux+ v = ax+ b, where γ = log(2|a|+ |x|+ 5).
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We have ‖(p1, p2)− (u, v)‖ < 2γ−r and |q1 − x| < 2−r, so
(p1, p2, q1) ∈ B2γ+1−r (u, v, x) .
It follows that
KAr−γ−1(u, v, x) ≤ ℓ(π1π2π3π4π5) + cM
≤ KAr (x, ax+ b) +K1(a, b) +K(r) +K(ε) +K(η) + cM
= KAr (x, ax+ b) +K(ε) +K(η) +Oa,b(log r) .
Rearranging and applying Lemma 2,
KAr (x, ax+ b) ≥ KAr (u, v, x)−K(ε)−K(η)−Oa,b,x(log r) . (2)
By the definition of t, if t > r then B2−r(u, v, x) ⊆ B21−r (a, b, x), which implies
KAr (u, v, x) ≥ KAr−1(a, b, x). Applying Lemma 2 gives
KAr (u, v, x) ≥ KAr (a, b, x)−Oa,x(log r) .
Otherwise, when t ≤ r, we have B2−r (u, v, x) ⊆ B21−t(a, b, x), which implies
KAr (u, v, x) ≥ Kt−1(a, b, x), so by Lemma 2,
KAr (u, v, x) ≥ KAr (a, b, x)− 2(r − t)−Oa,x(log r) . (3)
We now bound r − t. By our construction of M and Lemma 2,
(η + ε)r ≥ K(p1, p2)
≥ Kr−γ(u, v)
≥ Kr(u, v)−Oa,x(log r) .
Combining this with condition (ii) in the lemma statement and simplifying yields
r − t ≤ 2ε
δ
r +Oa,x(log r) ,
which, together with (2) and (3), gives the desired result.
3.2 Bounding the Complexity of Lines through a Point
In this section we bound the information content of any pair (u, v) such that the
line Lu,v intersects La,b at x. Intuitively, an estimate for (u, v) gives significant
information about (a, b) whenever Lu,v and La,b are nearly coincident. On
the other hand, estimates for (a, b) and (u, v) passing through x together give
an estimate of x whose precision is greatest when La,b and Lu,v are nearly
orthogonal. We make this dependence on ‖(a, b)−(u, v)‖ precise in the following
lemma.
Lemma 7. Let a, b, x ∈ R. For all u, v ∈ B1(a, b) such that ux + v = ax + b,
and for all r ≥ t := − log ‖(a, b)− (u, v)‖,
Kr(u, v) ≥ Kt(a, b) +Kr−t,r(x|a, b)−Oa,b,x(log r) .
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Proof. Fix a, b, x ∈ R. By Lemma 4(i), for all (u, v) ∈ B1(a, b) and every r ∈ N,
Kr(u, v) ≥ Kr(u, v|a, b) +Kr(a, b)−Kr(a, b|u, v)−Oa,b(log r) . (4)
We bound Kr(a, b) −Kr(a, b|u, v) first. Since (u, v) ∈ B2−t(a, b), for every
r ≥ t we have Br(u, v) ⊆ B21−t(a, b), so
Kr(a, b|u, v) ≤ Kr,t−1(a, b|a, b) .
By Lemma 4(ii), then,
Kr(a, b)−Kr(a, b|u, v) ≥ Kr(a, b)−Kr,t−1(a, b|a, b)
≥ Kt−1(a, b)−Oa,b(log r) .
Lemma 2 tells us that
Kt−1(a, b) ≥ Kt(a, b)−O(log t) .
Therefore we have, for every u, v ∈ B1(a, b) and every r ≥ t,
Kr(a, b)−Kr(a, b|u, v) ≥ Kt(a, b)−Oa,b(log r) . (5)
We now bound the term Kr(u, v|a, b). Let (u, v) ∈ R2 be such that ux +
v = ax + b. If t ≤ r < t + |x| + 2, then r − t = Ox(1), so by Lemma 3(ii),
Kr−t,r(x|a, b) = Ox(1). In this case, Kr(u, v|a, b) ≥ Kr−t,r(x|a, b)−Oa,b,x(log r)
holds trivially. Hence, assume r ≥ t+ |x|+ 2.
Let M be a Turing machine such that, whenever q = (q1, q2) ∈ Q2 and
U(π, q) = p = (p1, p2) ∈ Q2, with p1 6= q1,
M(π, q) =
p2 − q2
p1 − q1 .
For each q ∈ B2−r (a, b) ∩Q2, let πq testify to Kˆr(u, v|q). Then
U(πq, q) ∈ B2−r (u, v) ∩Q2 .
It follows by a routine calculation (Observation A.5) that
|M(πq, q)− x| =
∣∣∣∣p2 − q2p1 − q1 −
b− v
a− u
∣∣∣∣ < 24+2|x|+t−r .
Thus, M(πq, q) ∈ B24+2|x|+t−r(x) ∩Q2. For some constant cM , then,
Kˆr−4−2|x|−t(x|q) ≤ ℓ(πq) + cM
= Kˆr(u, v|q) + cM .
Taking the maximum of each side over q ∈ B2−r (a, b) ∩Q2 and rearranging,
Kr(u, v|a, b) ≥ Kr−4−2|x|−t,r(x|a, b)− cM .
Then since Lemma 3(ii) implies that
Kr−4−2|x|−t,r(x|a, b) ≥ Kr−t,r(x|a, b)−Ox(log r) ,
we have shown, for every (u, v) satisfying ux+ v = ax+ b and every r ≥ t,
Kr(u, v|a, b) ≥ Kr−t,r(x|a, b)−Oa,b,x(log r) . (6)
The lemma follows immediately from (4), (5), and (6).
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3.3 Proof of Main Theorem
To prove Theorem 1, we will show at every precision r that there is an oracle rel-
ative to which the hypotheses of Lemma 6 hold and Kr(a, b, x) is still relatively
large. These oracles will be based on the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let n, r ∈ N, z ∈ Rn, and η ∈ Q ∩ [0, dim(z)]. Then there is an
oracle D = D(n, r, z, η) satisfying
(i) For every t ≤ r, KDt (z) = min{ηr,Kt(z)}+O(log r).
(ii) For every m, t ∈ N and y ∈ Rm, KDt,r(y|z) = Kt,r(y|z) + O(log r) and
Kz,Dt (y) = K
z
t (y) +O(log r).
The proof of this lemma, which uses standard methods, is deferred to Sec-
tion A.4 of the technical appendix. Informally, for some s ≤ r such that Ks(z)
is near ηr, the oracle D encodes r bits of z conditioned on s bits of z. Unsur-
prisingly, access to this oracle lowers Kt(z) to Ks(z) whenever t ≥ s and has
only a negligible effect when t ≤ s, or when r bits of z are already known.
Theorem 1. For every a, b, x ∈ R and A ⊆ N,
dimA(x, ax+ b) ≥ dimA(x|a, b) + min{ dimA(a, b), dima,b(x)} .
In particular, for almost every x ∈ R, dim(x, ax + b) = 1 +min{dim(a, b), 1}.
Proof. Let a, b, x ∈ R, and treat them as constant for the purposes of asymptotic
notation here. Let A ⊆ N,
H = Q ∩ [0, dimA(a, b)] ∩ [0, dima,b(x)) ,
and η ∈ H . Let δ = dima,b(x) − η > 0 and ε ∈ Q+. For each r ∈ N,
let Dr = D(2, r, (a, b), η), as defined in Lemma 8. We claim that for every
sufficiently large r, the conditions of Lemma 6, relativized to oracle Dr, are
satisfied by these choices of a, b, x, r, δ, ε, η.
Property (i) of Lemma 8 guarantees that KDrr (a, b) ≤ ηr + O(log r), so
condition (i) of Lemma 6 is satisfied for every sufficiently large r.
To see that condition (ii) of Lemma 6 is also satisfied, let (u, v) ∈ B1(a, b)
such that ax+ b = ux+v and t = − log ‖(a, b)− (u, v)‖ ≤ r. Then by Lemma 7,
relativized to Dr, we have
KDrr (u, v) ≥ KDrt (a, b) +KDrr−t,r(x|a, b)−O(log r) .
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Therefore, by Lemma 8 and Lemma 5,
KDrr (u, v) ≥ min{ηr,Kt(a, b)}+Kr−t,r(x|a, b)−O(log r)
≥ min{ηr,Kt(a, b)}+Ka,br−t(x)−O(log r)
≥ min{ηr, dim(a, b)t− o(t)} + dima,b(x)(r − t)− o(r)
≥ min{ηr, ηt− o(t)} + (η + δ)(r − t)− o(r)
= ηt− o(t) + (η + δ)(r − t)− o(r)
= ηr + δ · (r − t)− o(r)
≥ (η − ε)r + δ · (r − t) ,
whenever r is large enough.
For every sufficiently large r, then, the conclusion of Lemma 6 applies here.
Thus, for constant a, b, ε, and η,
KAr (x, ax + b) ≥ KA,Drr (x, ax + b)−O(1)
≥ KA,Drr (a, b, x)− 4εr/δ −O(log r)
= KA,Drr (x|a, b) +KA,Drr (a, b)− 4εr/δ −O(log r)
= KAr (x|a, b) + ηr − 4εr/δ −O(log r) ,
where the last equality is due to the properties of Dr guaranteed by Lemma 8.
Dividing by r and taking limits inferior,
dimA(x, ax+ b) ≥ lim inf
r→∞
KAr (x|a, b) + ηr − 4εr/δ −O(log r)
r
= dimA(x|a, b) + η − 4ε
δ
.
Since this holds for every η ∈ H and ε ∈ Q+, we have
dimA(x, ax+ b) ≥ dimA(x|a, b) + min{ dimA(a, b), dima,b(x)} .
The second part of the theorem statement follows easily, as relative to any
given oracle for (a, b), almost every x ∈ R is Martin-Lo¨f random and therefore
has dimension 1. Applying Lemma 5, then, almost every x ∈ R has dim(x|a, b) ≥
dima,b(x) = 1.
We can now easily answer the motivating question of whether or not there
is a line in R2 on which every point has effective Hausdorff dimension 1.
Corollary 9. For every a, b ∈ R, there exist x, y ∈ R such that
dim(x, ax+ b)− dim(y, ay + b) ≥ 1 .
In particular, there is no line in R2 on which every point has dimension 1.
Proof. Theorem 1 tells us that dim(x, ax+b) ≥ 1+min{dim(a, b), 1} for almost
every x ∈ R. For y = 0, we have dim(y, ay + b) = dim(b) ≤ min{dim(a, b), 1}.
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There are lines for which the inequality in Corollary 9 is strict. Consider, for
example, a line through the origin whose slope a is random. For every x that is
random relative to a, the point (a, ax) has dimension dim(x) + dim(a) = 2, but
the origin itself has dimension 0.
4 An Application to Classical Fractal Geometry
4.1 Hausdorff Dimension
As the name indicates, effective Hausdorff dimension was originally conceived
as a constructive analogue to Hausdorff dimension, which is the most standard
notion of dimension in fractal geometry. The properties and classical definition
of Hausdorff dimension are beyond the scope of this paper; see [5, 17] for dis-
cussion of those topics. Instead, we characterize it here according to a recent
point-to-set principle:
Theorem 10. (J. Lutz and N. Lutz [14]) For every n ∈ N and E ⊆ Rn, the
Hausdorff dimension of E is given by
dimH(E) = min
A⊆N
sup
x∈E
dimA(x) .
4.2 Generalized Sets of Furstenberg Type
A set of Furstenberg type with parameter α is a set E ⊆ R2 such that, for every
e ∈ S1 (the unit circle in R2), there is a line ℓe in the direction e satisfying
dimH(E ∩ ℓe) ≥ α. Finding the minimum possible dimension of such a set is an
important open problem with connections to Falconer’s distance set conjecture
and to Kakeya sets [9, 27].
Molter and Rela [22] introduced a natural generalization of Furstenberg sets,
in which the set of directions may itself have fractal dimension. Formally, a set
E ⊆ R2 is in the class Fαβ if there is some set J ⊆ S1 such that dimH(J) ≥ β and
for every e ∈ J , there is a line ℓe in the direction e satisfying dimH(E ∩ ℓe) ≥ α.
They proved the following lower bound on the dimension of such sets.
Theorem 11. (Molter and Rela [22]) For all α, β ∈ (0, 1] and every set E ∈
Fαβ,
dimH(E) ≥ α+max
{
β
2
, α+ β − 1
}
.
We now show that Theorem 1 yields an improvement on this bound whenever
α, β < 1 and β/2 < α.
Theorem 12. For all α, β ∈ (0, 1] and every set E ∈ Fαβ ,
dimH(E) ≥ α+min{β, α} .
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Proof. Let α, β ∈ (0, 1], ε ∈ (0, β), and E ∈ Fαβ . Using Theorem 10, let A
satisfy
sup
z∈E
dimA(z) = dimH(E) .
and e ∈ S1 satisfy dimA(e) = β−ε > 0. Let ℓe be a line in direction e such that
dimH(ℓe ∩ E) ≥ α. Since dim(e) > 0, we know e 6∈ {(0, 1), (0,−1)}, so we may
let a, b ∈ R be such that La,b = ℓe. Notice that dimA(a) = dimA(e) because the
mapping e 7→ a is computable and bi-Lipschitz in some neighborhood of e. Let
S = {x : (x, ax + b) ∈ E}, which is similar to ℓe ∩ E, so dimH(S) ≥ α also. We
now have
dimH(E) = sup
z∈E
dimA(z)
≥ sup
z∈ℓe∩E
dimA(z)
= sup
x∈S
dimA(x, ax + b) .
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, both relativized to A,
sup
x∈S
dimA(x, ax + b) ≥ sup
x∈S
{
dimA,a,b(x) + min{dimA(a, b), dimA(x|a, b)}
}
≥ sup
x∈S
{
dimA,a,b(x) + min{dimA(a, b), dimA,a,b(x)}
}
≥ sup
x∈S
dimA,a,b(x) + min
{
dimA(a), sup
x∈S
dimA,a,b(x)
}
.
Theorem 10 gives
sup
x∈S
dimA,a,b(x) ≥ dimH(S) ≥ α ,
so we have shown, for every ε ∈ (0, β), that dimH(E) ≥ α+min{β − ε, α}.
5 Conclusion
With Theorem 1, we have taken a significant step in understanding the structure
of algorithmic information in Euclidean spaces. Progress in that direction is es-
pecially consequential in light of Theorem 12, which, aside from its direct value
as a mathematical result, demonstrates conclusively that algorithmic dimen-
sional methods can provide new insights into classical fractal geometry. This
motivates further investigation of algorithmic fractal geometry in general and of
effective Hausdorff dimension on lines in particular; improvements on our lower
bound or extensions to higher dimensions would have implications for impor-
tant questions about Furstenberg or Kakeya sets. Our results also motivate a
broader search for potential applications of algorithmic dimension to problems
in classical fractal geometry.
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A Technical Appendix
A.1 Initial segments versus K-optimizing rationals
In this section we formalize the relationship between Kr(x) and the initial seg-
ment complexity K(x↾r). The three lemmas in this section are proved by stan-
dard techniques. We use these results elsewhere in the technical appendix, but
not in the body of the paper.
For x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn and r ∈ N, let x↾r = (x1↾r, . . . , xn↾r), where each
xi↾r = 2
−r⌊2rxi⌋, the truncation of xi to r bits to the right of the binary point.
For r ∈ (0,∞), let x↾r = x↾⌈r⌉.
Lemma A.1. For every m,n ∈ N, there is a constant c such that for all x ∈ Rm,
p ∈ Qn, and r ∈ N,
|Kˆr(x|p)−K(x↾r | p)| ≤ K(r) + c .
Proof. Let m,n, r ∈ N, x ∈ Rm, and p ∈ Qn. Observe that x↾r ∈ B2−r√m(x),
and therefore K(x↾r | p) ≥ Kˆr−log(m)/2(x|p). Thus, by Lemma 3(i), there exists
c1 ∈ N depending only on m such that
Kˆr(x|p) ≤ K(x↾r | p) +K(r) + c1 .
For the other direction, observe that for every q ∈ Qn ∩ B2−r (x), we have
x↾r ∈ B2−r(1+√m)(q), and that B2−r(1+√m)(q) contains at most (2(1 +
√
m))m
r-dyadic points, i.e., points in the set
Qmt = {2−rz : z ∈ Zm} .
Let M be a Turing machine that, on input (π, p′) ∈ {0, 1}∗ × Qn, does the
following. If π = π1π2π3, with U(π1, p
′) = q ∈ Qm, U(π2) = t ∈ N, and U(π3) =
k ∈ N, thenM outputs the (lexicographically) kth point in Qmr ∩B2−t(1+√m)(q).
Now let πq testify to Kˆr(x|p), let πr testify to K(r), and let q = U(πq, p).
There is some k ≤ (2(1 + √m))m such that x↾r is the kth point in Qmr ∩
B2−r(1+
√
m)(q); let πk testify to K(k). Then M(πqπrπk, p) = x↾r, so there is
some machine constant cM for M such that
K(x↾r | p) ≤ ℓ(πq) + ℓ(πr) + ℓ(πk) + cM
= Kˆr(x|p) +K(x) +K(k) + cM
It is well known (see, e.g., [4]) that there is some constant c2 such that
K(k) ≤ log k + 2 log log k + c2
≤ m log(2(1 +√m)) + 2 log(m log(2(1 +√m))) + c2 .
The above value depends only on m, as does cM ; let c3 be their sum. Then
K(x↾r | p) ≤ Kˆr(x|p) +K(r) + c3 ,
so c = max{c1, c3} affirms the lemma.
A1
Observing that there exists a constant c0 such that, for all m ∈ N and
qm ∈ Q, |K(q)−K(q|0)| ≤ c0, we also have the following.
Corollary A.2. For every m ∈ N, there is a constant c such that for every
x ∈ Rm and r ∈ N,
|Kr(x) −K(x↾r)| ≤ K(r) + c .
Corollary A.3. For every m,n ∈ N, there is a constant c such that for all
x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn, and r, s ∈ N,
|Kr,s(x|y)−K(x↾r | y↾s)| ≤ K(r) +K(s) + c .
Proof. Let m,n, r, s ∈ N, x ∈ Rm, and y ∈ Rn. Let p ∈ Q2 ∩ B2−s(y) be
such that Kr,s(x|y) = Kˆr(x|p). Since y↾s ∈ B2−s√n(y), we have Kˆr(x | y↾s) ≥
Kr,s−log(n)/2(x|y). Thus, by Lemma 3(ii) there is a constant c1 (depending on n)
such that Kˆr(x | y↾s) ≥ Kr,s(x|y)−K(s)−c1. Lemma A.1 tells us that there is a
constant c2 (depending on m) such that K(x↾r | y↾s) ≥ Kˆr(x | y↾s)−K(r)− c2,
so we have
Kr,s(x|y) ≤ K(x↾r | y↾s) +K(r) +K(s) + c1 + c2 .
For the other direction, we use essentially the same technique as in the proof
of Lemma A.1, and we describe a Turing machine M ′ that is very similar to
the machine M used above. On every input (π, p′) ∈ {0, 1}∗ × Qn such that
π = π1π2π3, U(π1, p
′) = q ∈ Q, U(π2) = t ∈ N, and U(π3) = k ∈ N, M ′ outputs
U(π1, q
′), where q′ is the kth point in Qnt ∩B2−t(1+√n)(p′).
Much as before, let πx testify to K(x↾r | y↾s), let πs testify to K(s), and let
πk testify to K(k), where y↾s is the k
th point in Qns ∩B2−t(1+√n)(p). Then
M ′(πx, πs, πk) = U(πx, y↾s) = x↾r ,
As k ≤ |Qns ∩B2−t(1+√n)(p)| ≤ (2(1 +
√
n))n, there exist constants cM ′ and ck
(depending on n) such that
K(x↾r | p) ≤ ℓ(πx) + ℓ(πs) + ℓ(πk) + cM ′
= K(x↾r | y↾s) +K(s) +K(k) + cM ′
= K(x↾r | y↾s) +K(s) + ck + cM ′ ,
Applying Lemma A.1 again, there is a constant c3 (depending on m) such that
K(x↾r |p) ≤ Kˆr(x|p) +K(r) + c3. We conclude that
K(x↾r | y↾s) ≤ K(r) +K(s) + ck + cM ′ + c3 ,
therefore c = max{c1 + c2, ck + cM ′ + c3} affirms the lemma.
A2
A.2 Approximate Symmetry of Information
Using the results of Section A.1, it is straightforward to show that approximate
symmetry of information holds for Kolmogorov complexity in Euclidean spaces.
Lemma 4. For every m,n ∈ N, x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn, and r, s ∈ N with r ≥ s,
(i) |Kr(x|y) +Kr(y)−Kr(x, y)
∣∣ ≤ Om,n(log r) +On(log log ‖y‖) +Om,n(1) .
(ii) |Kr,s(x|x) +Ks(x) −Kr(x)| ≤ Om(log r) +Om(log log ‖x‖) +Om(1) .
Proof. For (i), let m,n, r ∈ N, x ∈ Rm, and y ∈ Rn. By Corollary A.2,
|Kr(y)−K(y↾r)| ≤ K(r) +On(1)
and
|Kr(x, y)−K((x, y)↾r)| ≤ K(r) +Om,n(1) .
Notice that K((x, y)↾r) = K(x↾r, y↾r). By Corollary A.3,
|Kr(x|y) −K(x↾r | y↾r)| ≤ 2K(r) +Om,n(1) .
By the symmetry of information,
K(x↾r | y↾r,K(y↾r)) +K(y↾r)−K(x↾r, y↾r) = Om,n(1) .
It is also true that
|K(x↾r | y↾r)−K(x↾r | y↾r,K(y↾r))| ≤ K(K(y↾r)) +Om,n(1)
≤ logK(y↾r) + 2 log logK(y↾r) +Om,n(1)
= On(log r) +On(log log ‖y‖) +Om,n(1) .
The second term is necessary because the integer part of y is not included in
the truncation length r. In sum,
|Kr(x|y) +Kr(y)−Kr(x, y)| ≤ 4K(r) +K(K(y↾r)) +Om,n(1)
≤ Om,n(log r) +On(log log ‖y‖) +Om,n(1) .
The argument for (ii) is nearly identical; the only additional error is due to
K(x↾r, x↾s)−K(x↾r) ≤ K(s)+Om(1) ≤ log r+2 log log r+Om(1), as s ≤ r.
A.3 Easy Geometric Observations
These observations are used in the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7, respectively.
Observation A.4. Let a, x, b ∈ R, r ∈ N, and (q1, q2) ∈ B2−r (x, ax+ b).
(i) If (p1, p2) ∈ B2−r (a, b), then |p1q1 + p2 − q2| < 2−r(|p1|+ |q1|+ 3).
(ii) If |p1q1 + p2 − q2| ≤ 2−r(|p1| + |q1| + 3), then there is some (u, v) ∈
B2−r(2|a|+|x|+5)(p1, p2) such that ax+ b = ux+ v.
A3
Proof. Only the triangle inequality is needed. If (p1, p2) ∈ B2−r (a, b), then
|p1q1 + p2 − q2| ≤ |p1q1 + p2 − (ax+ b)|+ |ax+ b− q2|
< |p1q1 − ax|+ |b− p2|+ 2−r
< |p1q1 − p1x|+ |p1x− ax|+ 21−r
= |p1| · |q1 − x|+ |x| · |p1 − a|+ 21−r
≤ 2−r|p1|+ 2−r|x|+ 21−r
≤ 2−r(|p1|+ |x− q1|+ |q1|+ 2)
< 2−r(|p1|+ |q1|+ 3) .
If |p1q1 + p2 − q2| < 2−r(|p1|+ |q1|+ 3), then
|p1x+ p2 − (ax+ b)| ≤ |p1| · |x− q1|+ |p1q1 + p2 − (ax+ b)|
≤ 2−r|p1|+ |p1q1 + p2 − q2|+ |q2 − (ax+ b)|
< 2−r|p1|+ 2−r(|p1|+ |q1|+ 3) + 2−r
= 2−r(2|p1|+ |q1|+ 4)
≤ 2−r(2|a|+ |x|+ 5) .
so (u, v) ∈ (p1, ax+ b− p1x) affirms (ii).
Observation A.5. If x ∈ R and a, b, p, q ∈ R2 satisfy (p1, p2) ∈ B2−r (a1, a2),
(q1, q2) ∈ B2−r (b1, b2), and a1x+ a2 = b1x+ b2, then∣∣∣∣p2 − q2p1 − q1 −
a2 − b2
a1 − b1
∣∣∣∣ < 24+2|x|+t−r ,
whenever t = − log ‖a− b‖ and r ≥ t+ |x|+ 2.
Proof. From a1x+ a2 = b1x+ b1 we have (b2 − a2) = (a1 − b1)x, so
2−t ≤ ‖(a1, a2)− (b1, b2)‖
=
√
(a1 − b1)2(1 + x2)
= |a1 − b1|
√
1 + x2
≤ |a1 − b1|2|x| .
A4
Applying this fact and the triangle inequality several times,
∣∣∣∣p2 − q2p1 − q1 −
a2 − b2
a1 − b1
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ (a1 − b1)(p2 − q2)− (a2 − b2)(p1 − q1)(a1 − b1)(p1 − q1)
∣∣∣∣
≤ |a1 − b1|(|p2 − a2|+ |q2 − b2|) + |a2 − b2|(|p1 − a1|+ |q1 − b1|)|a1 − b1|(|a1 − b1| − |a1 − p1| − |b1 − q1|)
<
21−t(2−r + 2−r) + 21−t(2−r + 2−r)
2−t−|x| · (2−t−|x| − 2−t−|x|−2 − 2−t−|x|−2)
=
23−t−r
2−2t−2|x|−1
= 24+2|x|+t−r .
A.4 A Simple Oracle Construction
Here we construct the oracles used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 8. Let n, r ∈ N, z ∈ Rn, and η ∈ Q ∩ [0, dim(z)]. Then there is an
oracle A = A(n, r, z, η) with the following properties.
(i) For every t ≤ r, KAt (z) = min{ηr,Kt(z)}+O(log r).
(ii) For every m, t ∈ N and y ∈ Rm, KAt,r(y|z) = Kt,r(y|z) + O(log r) and
Kz,At (y) = K
z
t (y) +O(log r).
Our proof of this lemma uses the fact that conditional Kolmogorov complexity is
essentially equivalent to Kolmogorov complexity relative to a finite oracle set.4
Observation A.6. For every k ∈ N and τ = (τ1, . . . , τk) ∈ {0, 1}k, define the
oracle set
C(τ) =
{
j ≤ 2k : τ⌊j/2⌋ = 1
} ∪ {2k + 1} ⊆ N .
Then there is a constant c such that for every σ, τ ∈ {0, 1}∗,
∣∣∣K(σ|τ) −KC(τ)(σ)
∣∣∣ ≤ c .
Proof. Let π ∈ {0, 1}∗ be such that U(π, τ) = σ. Then given the oracle C(τ)
and input π, a machine can discern τ from 2ℓ(τ) + 2 queries to C(τ) and use it
to simulate U(π, τ). Let π ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that UC(τ)(π) = σ. Likewise, given
input (π′, τ), a machine can compute any bit C(τ) queried in a simulation of
UC(τ)(π).
4In fact, [4] defines conditional Kolmogorov complexity in terms of a finite oracle, using a
construction similar to the one described here.
A5
Proof of Lemma 8. Let s = max{t ≤ r : Kt−1(z) < ηr}. Observe that
ηr ≤ Ks(z) ≤ ηr +K(s) + c .
Let σ be the lexicographically first time-minimizing witness to K(z↾r | z↾s), and
let A = C(σ), as defined in Observation A.6.
Suppose s ≤ t ≤ r. Then applying a relativized version of Corollary A.2 and
Observation A.6,
KAt (z) ≤ KAr (z)
≤ KA(z↾r) +K(r) +O(1)
≤ K(z↾r |σ) +K(r) +O(1) .
There exists a Turing machine M1 that, on input (π, σ), for π ∈ {0, 1}∗,
simulates U(σ, U(π, σ)). If π is a witness to K(z↾s |σ), then
M(π, σ) = U(σ, U(π, σ)) = U(σ, z↾s) = z↾r .
Thus, K(z↾r |σ) ≤ K(z↾s |σ)+ cM1 , where cM1 is a constant for the description
length of M1. We now have
KAt (z) ≤ K(z↾s |σ) +K(r) +O(1)
≤ K(z↾s) +K(r)
≤ Ks(z) + 2K(r) +O(1)
≤ ηr + 2K(r) +K(s) +O(1) .
For the other direction, since KAt (z) ≥ KAs (z) whenever t ≥ s, it is sufficient
to show that KAs (z) ≥ ηr. We use Corollary A.2, Observation A.6, and the
symmetry of information:
KAs (z) ≥ KA(z↾s)−K(s)−O(1)
≥ K(z↾s |σ)−K(s)−O(1)
≥ K(z↾r |σ)−K(s)−O(1)
≥ K(z↾r) −K(σ)−K(s)−O(1)
= K(z↾r) −K(z↾r | z↾s)−K(s)−O(1)
≥ K(z↾r, z↾s)−K(z↾r | z↾s,K(z↾s))−K(K(z↾s))− 2K(s)−O(1)
= K(z↾s)−K(K(z↾s))− 2K(s)−O(1)
≥ Ks(z)−K(K(z↾s))− 3K(s)−O(1)
= Ks(z)−O(log r) .
Since Ks(z) ≥ ηr, property (i) holds in this case.
Now suppose instead that t ≤ s ≤ r. We again use Corollary A.2, Observa-
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tion A.6, and the symmetry of information.
KAt (z) =K
A(z↾t)−K(t)−O(1)
=K(z↾t |σ)−K(t)−O(1)
≥K(z↾t |σ,K(σ)) −K(t)−O(1)
=K(σ | z↾t,K(z↾t)) +K(z↾t)−K(σ)−K(t)−O(1)
≥K(σ | z↾t)−K(K(z↾t)) +K(z↾t)−K(σ)−K(t)−O(1)
≥K(σ | z↾s, t)−K(K(z↾t)) +K(z↾t)−K(σ)−K(t)−O(1)
≥K(z↾t) +K(σ | z↾s,K(z↾s))−K(σ)−K(K(z↾t))− 2K(t)−O(1)
=K(z↾t) +K(z↾s |σ,K(σ))−K(z↾s)−K(K(z↾t))− 2K(t)−O(1)
≥K(z↾t) +K(z↾s |σ)−K(z↾s)−K(K(σ))−K(K(z↾t))
− 2K(t)−O(1)
≥Kt(z) +KAs (z)−Ks(z)−K(K(σ))−K(K(z↾t))
− 3K(t)− 2K(s)−O(1)
=Kt(z) +K
A
s (z)−Ks(z)−O(log r) .
As we have already shown that KAs (z) − Ks(z) = O(log r), we conclude that
property (i) holds in this case as well.
For property (ii), we again apply Corollary A.2, relativized to (z, A), and
Observation A.6, relativized to z, to see that
Kz,At (y) ≥ Kz,A(y↾t)−K(t)−O(1)
= Kz(y↾t |σ)−K(t)−O(1)
≥ Kz(y↾t)−Kz(σ)−K(t)− O(1)
≥ Kzt (y)−Kz(σ)− 2K(t)−O(1)
≥ Kzt (y)−K(σ | z↾r) − 2K(t)−O(1) ,
where the last inequality is due to Lemma 5. We argue that K(σ | z↾r) is at
most logarithmic in r.
K(σ | z↾r) ≤ K(σ, s, ℓ(σ) | z↾r) +O(1)
≤ K(σ | s, ℓ(σ), z↾r) +K(s) +K(ℓ(σ)) +O(1)
≤ K(σ | s, ℓ(σ), z↾r) +O(log r) .
To see that the first term is constant, define a Turing machine M2 that
does the following. Given input (j, k, x), M2 simulates, for every π ∈ {0, 1}k
in parallel, U(π, x↾j). It outputs the first such π whose simulation halts with
output x. We defined σ in such a way that Mz2 (s, ℓ(σ), z↾r) = σ, so
K(σ | s, ℓ(σ), z↾r) ≤ cM2 ,
where cM2 is a constant for the length of M2’s description. We conclude that
K(σ | z↾r) = O(log r), so Kz,At (y) ≥ Kzt (y)−O(log r).
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The argument for conditional complexity is essentially identical. By a rela-
tivized version of Corollary A.3 and Observation A.6,
KAt,r(y|z) ≥ Kz,A(y↾t | z↾r) −K(t)−O(1)
= K(y↾t | z↾r, σ) −K(t)−O(1)
≥ K(y↾t | z↾r) −K(σ | z↾r)−K(t)−O(1)
≥ Kt,r(y|z)−K(σ | z↾r)− 2K(t)−O(1)
≥ Kt,r(y|z)−K(σ | z↾r)−O(log r) ,
and we have already shown that K(σ | z↾r) = O(log r).
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